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How the model works 

Future skills recognition has become a very important issue in volunteer work. Volunteer 

managers and volunteers are aware of the need for quality and efficiency of work at all levels. The 

tendency towards internal education in the organisations and autonomy of work has moved the 

responsibility for this quality and efficiency towards volunteers. 

Self-evaluation is an essential for recognising the strengths and weaknesses of volunteers and lead 

to quality improvement of their skills, respectively to their work. But having in mind the different 

culture in the organisations, the process should be carried out in a friendly and participative 

atmosphere. Therefore self-assessment, or self-evaluation learning, in the organization set up in 

non-formal way is more important than formal learning in schools and universities. 

FutVol is an ERASMUS+ project which aim is to create a Peer Learning Model focusing on future 

skills for volunteers and involve self-assessment, or self-evaluation, as a tool into the Design 

Thinking context. The Peer Learning Model wants to help all participants in volunteers’ 

organisations self-evaluate their own work and their own role in this work and organisation 

systematically and can work on their professional development. 

Self-evaluation 

Self-evaluation is a self-initiated, internally organised and self-regulated process. It relies on 

improving the achievements in the organisation’s own objectives through the professionalisation 

of decision-making. Self-evaluation as a process could be organised individually or in a group of 

individuals within the organisation:  

 individually such as volunteer, volunteer manager,  

 or a group of individuals such as group of volunteers, the volunteers’ management team. 

Evaluation is considered self-evaluation if volunteers evaluate only their own role in the process 

that is evaluated.  

Design Thinking 

Design thinking is a method (Fig. 1 Design process) adapted specifically to the need of people and 

gives the flexibility to work within existing constrains. It's a process of continuously forming and 

testing and then reforming our ideas about what works.  
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Fig. 1 Design process 

We don't expect to get it right the first time. We expect to iterate our way to success and believe 

we can make a difference, and have an intentional process in order to get to new, relevant 

solutions that create positive impact.  

Four phases linked to Design Thinking help us navigate the development and give the tools and 

empowerment to understand what sort of skills we expect to observe and develop in order 

creates meaningful change in our personal development and work: Discovery; Interpretation; 

Generate idea; Create a prototype.  

Peer Learning Model 

As volunteers, you are already designing every single day:  whether it’s finding new ways to work 

more effectively, using your ability differently, developing new skills and approaches to connect 

with your colleagues, or create new solutions for your organisation.  

This Peer Learning Model based on the concept of Design Thinking is an invitation to experiment 

with design processes.  

From our already developed Skill Model: Future skills for volunteering (Annex1-The model 

developed by Andre should be included in this document as a starting point of our model) we 

already have skill description or capabilities and assessment guide, our indicators according to the 

European key competences for Life Long Learning (LLL). We will use this Skill Model as a starting 

point when preparing for the Design session (Fig.2). 

 

                       Skill description →                                   Assessment guide  

                         (Capabilities)                                                   (Indicators)                                                              

Fig.2 Skill Model: Future skills in volunteering 
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But within each capability we can define series of elements and the evidence or indicative 

skill/behavior that would be needed in order to conclude that you as a volunteer exhibit this 

capability. At the final stage we explorer how well you exhibit that skills/behavior in terms of 

series of quality criteria (Fig.3). 

Our model 
 

DISCOVER DEFINE DEVELOP DELIVER 

Skill description  Elements  Assessment guide  Quality criteria 

(Capabilities) (Action indicative 
skill/behavior) 

(Indicators) (How well) 

Fig.3 Peer Learning Model in Volunteering 
 
The process: 
HOW CAN YOU CREATE A SITUATION OR TASK THAT HELPS YOU UNDERSTAND FUTURE 
VOLUNTEER SKILLS BETTER? 
                      
 
The Six Ws method can help us as a very simple but highly efficient tool for analysing effects and 

causes as well as solution and effects with rapid results in little time.  

Who, What, Why, When, Where and How together will describe the whole situation and lead us to 

the needed solution. 

 Why? – the situation 

Before we recognise the needed future skills, we must have a reason for this to exist. Identifying 

and understanding the current skills; behaviour and experience during the work will provide the 

baseline and direction we need. 

For example: 

Why                    should volunteers know about their future skills? 

Why                    volunteers allow this to happen? 

Why                    is there a need for this today? 

Why                    is this the best scenario? 

 

 What? – information that we need to exchange 

This phase is a means of communication. The information need to be exchanged in order to 

understand the full picture of situation. 
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For example: 

What                   a strengths/ weaknesses?   

What                    is another perspective? 

What                    is most/least important? 

What                    can we do to make a positive change? 

 Who? – is involved 

We need to understand the stakeholder of this change and with who we need to communicate. 

For example: 

Who                       benefits from this? 

Who                       makes decisions about this? 

Who                       is the most directly affected? 

Who                       would be the best person to consult? 

 Where? – to find more information 

Now we define the structural nature of each part of the situation. 

For example: 

Where                   is there the most need for this? 

Where                   can we get more information? 

Where                   are the areas for improvement? 

Where                   would we see this in the real world? 

 When? – the timeline 

We need to define the timeline but not just for day one, but as the skills evolves over time. What 

are the triggers? Who will direct the process? 

For example: 

When                    would this benefit our work/society? 

When                    is this acceptable/ unacceptable? 

When                    we will know we have succeeded? 

When                    can we expect this to change? 
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 How? – it happen 

The types of information defined above need to be refined, broken down into their constituents. 

For example: 

How                         does this benefit us/others? 

How                         do we see this in the future? 

How                         can we change this for our good? 

How                         will we approach this? 

 

By keeping in mind the Design Thinking model and the Six Ws as a working framework we can now 

start the peer learning activity to discover your future skills for volunteering. 

 

STAGE 1. SKILLS DESCRIPTION-CAPABILITIES/DISCOVER 
Identify skills for volunteering 

The challenge for volunteers is to identify their skills by using self-evaluation and group 

comparison: identifying current skills by reflecting on your past and current performance as a 

volunteer and in comparison with the experiences of other volunteers. 

Exercise 1   (Use Annex 2 format) 

Form a circle, and then follow the guidelines below: 

- Take some minutes to think about a situation where as a volunteer you actively engaged 

in solving a problem or performing a specific task and identify the skills you have used 

and the ones that you could have used 

- One by one share them with the group 

- Note the same things for the other volunteers, according to the table found in Annex 2 

- Comment on the skills that your peers used or could have used in the situation they 

described  

 

NOTE: The most important in all stages is to identify and evaluate skills, not people and nourish 

self-esteem: evaluate your own skills and your own role within the organization and systematically 

work on your professional development. 
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STAGE 2. ELEMENTS/DEFINE 

Evaluate your current skills 

You have already identified a list of skills emerged from your previous experiences. Now, have a 

look at the set of skills below: 

1. CONFLICT RESOLUTION  

2. RESPECT  

3. ACTIVE AND PASSIVE COMMUNICATION  

4. CRITICAL THINKING  

5. EMPATHY AND ALTRUISM  

6. INTERCULTURAL UNDERSTANDING  

7. DIGITAL COMPETENCE  

8. ADAPTABILITY  

9. TEAM WORKING  

10. ASSESSMENT AND RECOGNITION OF ONE’S SKILLS  

11. TIME MANAGEMENT  

12. PROBLEM-SOLVING  

13. TAKING INITIATIVE  

14. ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS  
 

See if the skills you have identified coincide and/or fit with those on the list, insert them using the 

skills number in the ERC LifeLongLearning based 14 skills column of Annex 2 and discuss together 

the reason why you have inserted the skill you have identified under on the 14 skills. Afterward, 

individually proceed with the self-evaluation of exercise 2. 

 

Exercise 2  (Use Annex 3 format) 
 
With a SWOT-analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) volunteers discuss strong 
and weak aspects in their skills and work, and also their main opportunities and threats.  
The main goal is to enhance or keep the strengths and eliminate the weaknesses and threats that 
create weaknesses. 
 

- Complete the table of Annex 3 by using the skills listed above by either inserting them in 

the table or using them as your main reference in answering the open questions. 

All other relevant questions which could help us in four criteria are welcome. Strengths and 
weaknesses should be considered in both an internal and external point of view.  
Trough suggested questions a discussion on future skills in volunteering and improvement can 

start. 
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STAGE 3. ASSESSMENT GUIDE/ DEVELOP 

Future skills for volunteering 

Volunteers need to imagine the profile of the future volunteer by isolating and testing the key 
skills that will drive the success or failure of our personal development respectively organisational 
development. These should be our indicators that provide the evidence that something has been 
achieved. 
The essential purposes are to use the information to improve skills while they are running, to draw 
out the value of what has been learnt and to provide advice for volunteers.  
The results of the assessment guide can be used to demonstrate the effectiveness of finding skills, 
identify ways to improve ones in the future. 
 
Exercise 3 (Use Annex 4 format) 

- Select the skills that you think are most appropriate and complete the table by ticking 
with an X the degree of competence he/she should have 

Note that the table describes a “good” volunteer, not a “perfect” one. A good volunteer already 
has relevant skills but has always things to improve. 

 
On this stage volunteers can develop a plan for achieving and training the future skills they need 
to develop 
 
 

STAGE 4. QUALITY CRITERIA/ DELIVER 
 
By recognising the future skills that volunteer would have, the volunteer must imagine the profile 
of future volunteer. They could draw their future profile and how this profile is differing from their 
current profile and to do self-analysis about their position in relation to demanded future skills. At 
this stage volunteers could compare their current skills with the future ones. 
 
 
Exercise 4 (Use Annex 4 format) 
 
On the left column make a list of the skills for your future profile. On the right, score from one to 
ten each skill or competence, depending on how important it could be in relation to the work you 
are analysing. 
Once the document is done with the punctuation, match all the scores to get a line connecting the 
dots with a pen.  This line represents the future skills you need for this activity or organization.  
To finish the exercise, volunteer has to do his/her own analysis using a new paper with the same 
structure and previous skills or competences agreed. You have to get your own line connecting the 
dots you made with the punctuation for the selected qualities. 
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ANNEX 2 

NAME SITUATION SKILLS USED SKILLS THAT 
COULD HAVE 
BEEN USED 

14 SKILLS 

e.g. Peter e.g. had to write a 
report with deadline 
 

e.g. writing capacity 
and organization 

e.g. working 
others  

e.g. 3, 9, 11 
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ANNEX 3 

Strengths 
 
 

•What do I do well? 
•What best skills can 
I draw on? 

 

Weaknesses 
 
 

•What skills could I 
improve? 
 
 

 

Opportunities 
 

•How can I turn my 
strengths into 
opportunities? 
 

 

Threats 
 

•What factors can 
hinder me? 
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ANNEX 4 

What sorts of skills do we expect to observe when we hear that someone is a good volunteer? 

 
FUTURE SKILLS 

can do it 
well 

can do it but need 
training 

has done it 
but need  

improvement                                       
 

can easily 
     learn  

                                    

PERSONAL SKILLS 

     

     

     

     

PROFESIONAL SKILLS 

     

     

     

     

 

 

ANNEX 5 

  IMPORTANCE 

FUTURE SKILLS/COMPETENCES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

 

 


